
Ph.D. Seminar
PiF: M. Brown & M. Weber

Schedule and more information

PEF: F. Audrino & R. Föllmi

Schedule and more information

PEF Students who present a paper in
the PEF Ph.D. seminar must also
discuss a paper. Guidelines will be
provided and the professors responsible
for the Ph.D. seminar will assign
students to discuss the presented
papers.

Literature Seminar (PEF)
C. Keuschnigg & J.- P. Ortega

Schedule and more information

Literature Seminars are organised like
reading groups.

You may find the lectures schedule and
course descriptions online:
courses.unisg.ch

Linda Kirschner (PEF 2020, supervisor
Prof. C. Keuschnigg) is since July 2019
at the Swiss National Bank, Zürich

Research area: foreign exchange and
gold

Kwangmin Jung (PiF 2020, supervisor
Prof. M. Eling) is Assistant Professor
(tenure track) since July 2020 at
POSTECH, Pohang University of
Science and Technology, South Korea

Research area: risk analysis, risk
modeling, insurance economics,
cyber/digital risk in the financial industry

Prof. Monika Bütler retired by the end of the Autumn Semester 2020. A farewell note
by her Ph.D. students Patrick Chuard, Veronica Grassi, Nadia Myohl and Sabrina
Stadelmann: 

"We remember the relaxed atmosphere the moment we first stepped into Monika’s
office, her modesty and kindness putting one immediately at ease. Working with her is
very fulfilling, as she is supportive and encourages everyone to pursue their own
interests. Her integrity and humanity make her an outstanding mentor. Monika’s many
different mandates ranging from teaching assessment students at the University of
St.Gallen the first principles of Economics to advising the Swiss Federal Council on the
Covid-19 pandemic on matters related to the economy make the collaboration with her
so fascinating and unique. Working with Monika is not least interesting because of its
high practical relevance. And no matter what topic you bring up, Monika always pulls
out a short, amusing anecdote from her treasure trove of experience.

For the future, we wish her the possibility to see new places and to take a step back
and spend time with her family. Hopefully she’ll have time to pursue her many other
projects such as perfecting her violin skills and finally fulfilling the dream of a family
music ensemble. Finally, we hope she can get back to what she does best: take a
current, highly relevant societal or policy problem and find the best way to solve it."

Can't see images? Click here...

GPEF@HSG
Welcome to the bi-annual newsletter for GPEF students at the University of St.Gallen.
We hope you will find this a valuable resource for information about programme news,
events, lectures, seminars and alumni activities!

Starting fall 2021 we offer the Ph.D. Programme in
Economics and Econometrics (PEcon) and the
Ph.D. Programme in Finance (PiF) under the
umbrella of the Graduate Programme in Economics and Finance (GPEF). GPEF
trains students to achieve academic excellence in the areas of Economics,
Econometrics and Finance.

Existing students remain formally enrolled in PEF and PiF but will participate in
all GPEF events.

We hope you are all doing well. As we prepare for the
spring term, we would like to thank you all for your
support. Good spirits, flexibility, cooperation and good
work makes it so much easier! Have a good and safe
start and be ready for the next challenges and
achievements waiting for you. We are looking forward to
a speedy return to campus life and all activities that make for good academic life!

 

New Students Spring Semester 2021
Economics: Peter Kress (PEF)

Econometrics: Albert Flak (PEF), Fabio Muny (PEF)

Finance: Miriam Werner (PiF)

We wish them a good start!

GPEF Welcome Apéro
26 May (at the beginning or the end of the poster
session of the PhD seminar 9.00-13.00, tba)

Please sign up by 19 May gpef@unisg.ch

Because of the current COVID-19 situation we have to make sure that HSG rules are
complied with. All students will get detailed information one week before the event.

Recent Defences
Congratulations to: 

Daniele Ballinari, PEF, Supervisor Prof. F. Audrino
Essays on Investors' Sentiment and Attention

Kilian Richard Dinkelaker, PiF, Supervisor Prof. M. Brown
Essays in Financial Intermediation

Daniel Goller, PEF, Supervisor Prof. M. Lechner 
Essays in Causal Machine Learning

Neha Gupta, PEF, Supervisor Prof. G. Cozzi
Essays in Real Estate and Urban Economics

Ermira Mehmetaj, PEF, Supervisor Prof. R. Hodler
Essays in Behavioral Economics

Sabrina Stadelmann, PEF, Supervisor Prof. M. Bütler
Essays in Decision Making

Noémie Zurlinden, PEF, Supervisor Prof. R. Hodler
Essays in Development Economics

They will receive the Ph.D. degree at the Ph.D. Graduation on 22nd
February 2021.

Ph.D. Courses Spring 2021
ECONOMETRICS

(GSERM) Computational Statistics, Prof. Francesco
Audrino

(GSERM) Topics in Advanced Microeconometrics, Prof. Stefan Sperllich

(GSERM) Theoretical Aspects of Machine Learning, Prof. Petyo Bonev

(GSERM) Econometrics of Big Data, Prof. Martin Spindler

FINANCE

Banking and Contract Economics, Prof. Martin Brown

(GSERM) Regression Analysis for Spatial Data, Prof. Zeno Adams and Prof. Roland
Füss

Topics in Insurance Economics, Prof. Hato Schmeiser

Pensions Economics and Finance, Prof. Martin Boyer

Empirical Corporate Finance, Prof. Markus Schmid

GPEF Students and Alumni

Recent Publications by our Students
Adams, Z., S. Collot & M. Kartsakli (2020). Have
commodities become a financial asset? Evidence from
ten years of Financialization. Energy Economics, 89:
104769.

Audrino, F., F. Sigrist & D. Ballinari (2020). The impact of sentiment and attention
measures on stock market volatility. International Journal of Forecasting, Volume 36,
Issue 2, April-June 2020, 334-357.

Biener, C., M. Eling & M. Lehmann (forthcoming). Balancing the desire for privacy
against the desire to hedge risk. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization.

Bütler, M. & S. Stadelmann (2020). Building on a pension: Second pillar wealth as a
way to finance real estate?. The Journal of the Economics of Ageing, October, Volume
17.

Goller, D. & A. Krumer (2020). Let’s meet as usual: Do games played on non-frequent
days differ? Evidence from top European soccer leagues. European Journal of
Operational Research, 286(2), 740-754.

Goller, D., M. Lechner, A. Moczall & J. Wolff (2020). Does the estimation of the
propensity score by machine learning improve matching estimation? The case of
Germany’s programmes for long term unemployed. Labour Economics, 2020, 65,
101855.

Hodler, R., S. Srisuma, A. Vesperoni & N. Zurlinden (2020). Measuring ethnic
stratification and its effect on trust in Africa. Journal of Development Economics,
Volume 146, September, 1-21.

Ranaldo, A. & F. Somogyi (forthcoming). Asymmetric information risk in FX markets.
Journal of Financial Economics.

Ranaldo, A., P. Schaffner & M. Vasios (forthcoming). Regulatory Effects on Short-Term
Interest Rates. Journal of Financial Economics.

Our Alumni

News from the Economics and Finance Faculty
We are delighted to welcome Prof. Martin Boyer from HEC Montreal as guest
professor at SoF. He will teach the course Pension Economics and Finance.

Thank you and farewell, Monika Bütler!

SEPS Blog "COVID-19"
Economic, political and social science perspectives
and analyses on the current situation.

Our blog showcases our broad and diverse research
done at our school in a comprehensive and accessable way. The blog posts combine
our expertise and competence in the fields of political science and economics,
stimulates the public discussion and influences decision makers.

Seminars offered by:
Department of Economics, SEPS:

Research Seminar Economics

Brown Bag Seminar Economics

To receive the weekly Seminars Newsletter email seps@unisg.ch 

SoF:

Finance research seminar 

To get on the mailing list email finance.researchseminar@unisg.ch

GSERM
The GSERM Global School in Empirical Research
Methods at the University of St.Gallen is an integrated
programme teaching research methodology.

The next GSERM will take place in St. Gallen on 7 - 25
June 2021.

GPEF students may attend summer school courses. You may ask for more information
on registration, courses and crediting at gpef@unisg.ch

Data Consulting
The data consulting team provides advice for HSG students and faculty who analyze
data as part of their research projects. The consulting focuses on research design and
research methods, including general advice on data bases and research software. The
homepage provides further information about the consulting process and the
consultants.

Graduate Programme in Economics and Finance (GPEF-HSG)
University of St.Gallen | Müller-Friedberg-Strasse 6/8 | CH-9000 St.Gallen

Tel. +41 71 224 31 38| gpef@unisg.ch

This email is sent to all GPEF students. 
Unsubscribe: Please send us an email if you would like to unsubscribe.
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